Abstract -We present a random bit generator that uses fingerprint image for the source of random, and random bit generator using fingerprint image for the randomness has not been presented as yet.
Fingerprint image is affected by the operational environments including sensing act, nonuniform contact and inconsistent contact, and these operational environments make FPI to be used for the source of random possible. Our generator produces, on the average, 9,334 bits a fingerprint image in 0.03 second. We have used the NIST SDB14 test suite consisting of sixteen statistical tests for testing the randomness of the bit sequence generated by our generator, and as the result, the bit sequence passes all sixteen statistical tests.
Index Terms -fingerprint, image, random bit generator, algorithm
Ⅰ. INTRODUCTION
The need for random and pseudo random bit sequence arises in many cryptographic algorithms and also in many cryptographic protocols.
Two basic types of generator are used to produce random bit sequence: (1) random bit generators(RBGs); (2) pseudo random bit generators(PRBGs).
RBGs are divided into software methods and hardware methods. Software methods use the information in computer itself [1] or the information occurring while user and computer interact [2] . The shortcomings of software methods are that an adversary can manipulate the processes depending on the computer platform, and an user feels inconvenient. Hardware methods are based on physical phenomena that in themselves a portion of unpredictability, and suggested for avoiding shortcomings of software methods [3] - [5] . But the hardware methods bear their own shortcomings such as difficulty in implementation and the need of the extra device.
RBGs use linear congruential function (LCG), one way function (OWF) or trapdoor OWF. While LCGs are commonly used for simulation purposes and probabilistic algorithms, and pass the statistical tests, they are predictable and hence insecure for cryptographic purposes.
It has been proven that if OWF or trapdoor OWF exist, then, given a random seed, it is possible to generate more randomness than RBG [6] , [7] . PRBGs using OWF have better performance in the aspect of execution time and generation rate, than RBGs [8] , [9] . Trapdoor OWF is slow compared to OWF, therefore trapdoor OWF based PRBGs [10] , [11] are used in some restricted circumstances. The limitation of PRBGs is that the random seed must be secure.
Fingerprint image (FPI) is affected by the operational environments including sensing act, nonuniform contact and inconsistent contact [12] , [13] . The operational environments make a point of a finger to be sensed at different locations on the fingerprint acquisition device and to be represented by different pixel values within FPI. For these reason, we think that FPI can be used for the randomness.
In this paper, we present an algorithm that uses FPI for generating a random bit sequence. Our generator determines a set of pixel values and produces a bit from the pixel values in the set. To determine the set, we have made several experiments including the average frequencies of pixel values. The set determined in our generator contains at least one pixel value such that differs from the eight neighboring pixel-values with high probability.
The device of optical prism method is used to acquire gray level FPI of which size is 292×248. The generator has been implemented in C++ running on Windows XP server on a 800 MHz Pentium Ⅳwith 512 Mbytes of RAM. The generator produces, on the average, 9,334-bits a FPI in 0.03 second. The NIST test suite [14] consisting of sixteen traditional statistical tests is used for testing the randomness of the generated bit sequence, and, as the result, the generated bit sequence passes all statistical tests. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 includes notations and terminology. In Section 3, we examine FPI as the source of random, and in Section 4, we describe our generator. Section 5 includes the experimental result, and we conclude this paper in Section 6.
Ⅱ. PRELIMINARIES
The information carrying features in a fingerprint are the line structures called ridges and valleys. At FPI of Fig.  1 (a) , the ridges are black and the valleys are white. Binarization of FPI is to map a pixel value at the ridge into 1 and a pixel value at the valley into 0. Several thresholding methods including [15] , [16] Fig. 2(a) 
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Various operational environments affect to FPI [7, 10] , and three operational environments that are related to our generator are listed below.
(1) Inconsistent contact: the act of sensing distorts the finger. Determined by the pressure and contact of the finger on the glass platen, the three dimensional shape of the finger gets mapped onto the two dimensional surface of the glass platen. Typically, this mapping function is uncontrolled and results in different inconsistently mapped FPIs across the impressions. (2) Nonuniform contact: the ridge structure of a finger would be completely captured if ridges of the part of the finger being imaged are in complete optical contact with the glass platen. However, the dryness of the skin, skin disease, sweat, dirt, and humidity in the air confound the situation, resulting in a non-ideal contact situation: some parts of the ridges may not come in complete contact with the pattern, and regions representing some valleys may come in contact with the glass platen. This results in "noisy" low-contrast images. (3) Sensing act: the act of sensing itself adds noise to the image. For example, residues are leftover from the previous fingerprint capture. A typical finger imaging system distorts the image of the object being sensed due to imperfect imaging conditions. In automated fingerprint identification system sensing scheme, for example, there is a geometric distortion because the image plane is not parallel to the glass platen.
Above operational environments make a point of a finger to be represented by different pixel values within FPIs of a finger and also to be sensed at different location of the FPI acquisition device, and for these reasons, FPI can be used for the randomness. Fig. 2 show three FPIs of a finger.
Fig. 2 Three FPIs of a finger
Our generator does not produce a pixel value as a random number, because the frequencies of the pixel values are not equal reliably. Fig. 3 shows, on the average, the frequencies of the pixel values for our test 1,000 
is, on the average, 5.017 for
From the results of two experiments mentioned above, we think that RGB using FPI has to product a bit from a set of the pixel values. Step 2.4 : output even parity bit of the bit string generated in Step 2.3 end Fig.4 shows the figures obtained in the execution of RBG using FPI. At Fig.4 (a) , I's run is black and O's white. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Performance
Related to the performance, we consider the measures: (1) generation rate; (2) easy of implementation; (3) convenience of use; (4) execution time; (5) static memory requirement; (6) need of extra device.
Our generator had processed FPI, on the average, in 0.03 second for each I. and needs static memory of 1.34MB, Table 3 shows the averages of the generation rates for our test 1,000 T[H][W]s of a finger.
The generation rates are superior to RBGs using the information occurring while user and system interact. and generation rate per second is also superior to hardware based RBGs and software based RBGs using the information in computer itself. Our generator was implemented easily, because the implementation of our generator is not system level but application level. The generator needs one touch to the device to obtain FPI. This means that our generator is more convenient than RBGs using the information occurring while user and system interact, but less convenient than hardware based RBGs and software based RGBs using the information in computer itself. Our generator has unavoidable shortcoming that is the use of the FPI acquisition device. But biometrics is a rapidly evolving technology that has been widely used in forensics, such as criminal identification and prison security, and in a very broad range of civilian applications, and the is being cheaper and cheaper, and in addition to, our generator is most adaptable to the automated fingerprint verification system needing RBG.
B. statistical tests
The NIST test suite is a package consisting of sixteen statistical tests that were developed to test the randomness of binary sequences produced by either RBG or PRBG [12] . These tests focus on a variety of different types of non-randomness that could exist in a sequence.
In the NIST test suite, the level of the recommended significance is 0.01% for all tests, and p-value is compared to 0.01, and the bit sequence passes a test, then the p-value is greater than 0.01. To obtain the size of the required bit sequence, we have concatenated the bit sequences produced from the FPIs or truncated a bit sequence produced from a FPI. Table 4 shows the results of the sixteen statistical tests for the bit sequence generated by RBG using FPI for a case I=1. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The device of optical prism method is used to acquire gray level FPI of which size is 292X248, RBG using FPI has been implemented in C++ running on Windows XP server on a 800 MHz Pentium Ⅳwith 512 Mbytes of RAM for estimating the performance, and we have used NIST SDB14 test suite to test the Randomness of binary sequences produced by RBG using FPI.
we have proposed fingerprint image as a new source of random and presented an algorithm called RBG using FPI generating a random bit sequence from a finger print image. Our generator is excellent in the aspect of generation rate, execution time, memory requirement and easy of implementation. The bit sequence generated by RBG using FPI passes all sixteen statistical random tests in test suite offered by NIST SDB14.
